Fr Sieger Köder RIP
Gemma Simmonds CJ
A much-admired and influential artist and Catholic priest died
in Germany earlier this week. Gemma Simmonds CJ pays
tribute to Fr Sieger Köder, whose distinctive painting was an
expression of his pastoral ministry and his commitment to the
social gospel.
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his depictions of the Passion of Christ and human
suffering and evil. This can be seen particularly in his
Stations of the Cross and his Misereor Hunger Cloth.

inspired countless reproductions, books of meditations and posters and a fully illustrated Bible.
May he rest in peace.

he won many awards, including, in 1985, the honorary title of Monsignor and the Order of Merit from
Pope John Paul II. He was a deeply modest man and

come to Ellwangen asking to see the painter.
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Gemma Simmonds CJ is the author of two books on Fr Sieder
Köder: The Closeness of God and Glimpses of the
Divine. Both publications, and more resources about Fr
Pauline Books and Media.
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